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Graphic Organizer Template: Frayer Model - Synonyms and AntonymsGraphic Organizer Template: Frayer Model - Synonyms and AntonyAita their students analyze their vocabulary for words and associate them with synonyms and antony id with this handy visual resource. This worksheet serves as an
excellent graphic organizer for all content areas.5. gradeLumine &amp;amp; Writing What is synonymous and antonym? Synonym is a word that means almost the same word. When writing, it is important to choose the words that are next to what you want to tell the reader. Antony is a word that means
almost the opposite of another word. Synonyms and antonyms are an important part of improving your vocabulary skills. Our synonym and antonym worksheets can be used for different class levels. Our Synonym and Antony Worksheets are free to download and easy access to PDF format. Learn more
about synonyms and antonyms practicing in our free Synonym and Antony Worksheets below. Beginner's synonym and antony worksheets Here's a graphic preview of all kindergartens, 1. Click on the picture to display our synonym and antony worksheets. Intermediate Synonym and Antony Worksheets
Here's a graphic preview of all 6. Click on the picture to display our synonym and antony worksheets. Mixed synonyms and antonymsSynonym &amp; Antonym Antonym AntonyiesSe the right word from the list to finish each analogy. Determine whether word pairs are antonyms or synonyms.3. The scan
displays three options. Students choose the right synonym or antonym from the list. (Note: This worksheet requires students to use a smartphone or tablet with a QR code scanner.) 3. Through 5th classes of QR codes (Level: Intermediate)Students will find a synonym or antony for each word by scanning
the QR code on your phone or iPad. The scan reveals three words. Students choose the right synonym or antony. (Note: This worksheet requires students to use a smartphone or tablet with a QR code scanner.) From 3 to 5 December 2005, the Commission shall inform the Commission of the
Homophone WorksheetsAbout words that sound similar but have different meanings and spellings. This Halloween matching activity asks students to read through two lists, column A and column B, and bind words in column A to their synonyms in column B. This festive worksheet is great for teaching
students how to identify synonyms in a way that is both fun and educational. Worksheets &gt; Vocabulary &gt; &gt; 5. These worksheets are pdf files. Synonym crossword puzzlesYnonyms crossword puzzles Synonyms
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